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ZERO ENTRY BARRIERS IN AN 
NP-COMPLETE WORLD:

TRANSACTION STREAMS AND THE 
COMPLEXITY OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Abstract

Transaction streams introduced in (Subirana 1998) model how transactions on the
Internet* are being conducted and help to explain new types of electronic commerce
intermediators that are appearing. Electronic markets on the Internet both lower some entry
barriers and result in an increase of intermediators. For example, in 1998 there existed over
500,000 bookstores on the Internet. In this paper, we present a novel computational model of
transaction streams and prove that in transaction-stream-based electronic markets, searching
for the best price is NP-complete. This means that search costs in general can increase as a
market matures. This also provides evidence against theories based on the notion that
electronic markets lower search costs. Other implications of the findings presented and
challenges for the further development of electronic commerce are also discussed.

––––––––––––––
(*) We use the Internet as an example of a relatively mature electronic commerce infrastructure. Equivalent

conclusions can be derived in other networks.



ZERO ENTRY BARRIERS IN AN
NP-COMPLETE WORLD:

TRANSACTION STREAMS AND THE
COMPLEXITY OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

1. Introduction

Electronic Commerce is enabling new applications that are transforming many
industries. In some cases, as for example in the publishing industry, the transformation is very
radical. Encyclopedia publishers, book clubs, retailers are all pressed for change and many are
disappearing. CD-ROM encyclopedias, virtual communities, on-line shopping are being led by
new players which are displacing incumbents from their long-held market share pedestals.
These new applications benefit from computer architectures such as the Internet.

Such computational infrastructures permit market agents scattered around the world
to coordinate and exchange information at increasingly lower costs. This is changing the
nature of electronic markets by reducing the entry costs for new entrants. Many new
intermediators are appearing. Amazon alone claims to have over 300,000 associate stores
(see www.amazon.com/associate). This, in turn, vastly increases the computational
complexity of electronic markets. E.g. an exhaustive search for the source of a title with the
best price requires visiting over 500,000 stores. Electronic commerce is creating additional
computational complexity in other arenas such as advertising, security, digital notaries, and
new digital currencies.

Here we are concerned with researching the connection between computational theory
and the behavior of economic activities related with electronic commerce. We concentrate our
analysis on modeling electronic markets. Transaction streams (Subirana 1998), (Subirana and
Carvajal 1998b) model the electronic transaction of goods and services on the Internet. In this
paper we provide a computational model of transaction streams and show that certain properties
of transaction streams are NP-complete. In section 2 we review existing literature on electronic
markets. In section 3 we define transaction streams and provide various examples. In section 4
we provide a computational model of transaction streams. In section 5 we show that the
problem of finding the providers with the best price is, in general, an NP-complete problem.
The final section discusses the implications of the findings presented.

2. Electronic Markets

Previous work has stressed the roles of markets and hierarchies as distinct
mechanisms for coordinating the transactions related to the flow of intangible goods,
materials or services through adjacent steps in the value-added chain (Malone, Yates &
Benjamin 1987). Markets coordinate the flow through supply and demand forces between
different individuals and firms. Malone et al. (1987) contend that the evolution of information
technology, by reducing the costs of coordination, is leading to a shift toward proportionately
more use of markets compared to hierarchies to coordinate economic activity. They also



argue that electronic markets are a more efficient form of coordination for certain classes of
product transactions whose asset specificity is low and whose products are easy to describe. 

In these authors’ view, electronic markets will evolve from electronic single-source
sales channels to biased markets where one of the providers uses the market transaction
mechanisms in its favor, from there to unbiased markets, and finally to personalized markets.
Personalized markets are those in which the customers can use customized aids in making
their choices. For example, some airline reservation systems allow the user to set preferences
such as departure time, seating assignment and rates, which are then used in subsequent
transactions. The airline market is therefore customized to the users - different users have
different options depending on their preferences.

Bakos (1991, 1997, 1998) analyses the impact of electronic markets through the
analysis of search costs. Buyers must, directly or indirectly, pay search costs to obtain
information about prices and product offerings available in the market. Electronic markets
have a vast impact on search costs because of the coordinating effect of information
technology. Using economic theory, he shows that this reduction in search costs plays a major
role in determining the implications of these systems for market efficiency and competitive
behavior. This reduction results in direct efficiency gains from reduced intermediation costs,
and in indirect but possibly larger gains in allocation efficiency from better-informed buyers.
The benefits realized by market participants increase as more organizations join the system,
leading to network externalities and resulting in increasing rents for the consumers (Katz &
Shapiro 1985). Our findings suggest  that on the Internet new dynamics are producing
opposite effects: as the complexity of electronic markets increases, entry barriers are
diminished and it is either not possible or very costly to compute the optimal price.

The logic of Bakos (1991) is based on 5 economic characteristics of electronic market
systems (search costs, increasing returns, switching costs, entry costs, maintenance costs) that
have been changed by recent market and technological developments around the Internet. The
first two characteristics that he analyses have been enhanced. First, some search costs as stated
above have been apparently reduced through browsing or robots; and second, the benefits
realized increase as more organizations join the WWW electronic markets. However, the last
three characteristics have been drastically changed by open standards such as TCP/IP, HTML
and Java and the vast market adoption of the Internet as a platform for economic activities.
Indeed, Bakos’ (91) third argument was that “electronic marketplaces can impose significant
switching costs on their participants”. However, in most Internet enabled marketplaces, the
switching costs are often reduced (or nil). This is because the Internet provides an open
standard for information transmission (i.e. a dedicated line is no longer an entry barrier), and
Java and XML can be used to create an interface that can reduce the switching costs by
translating among alternative interface options (i.e. the interface software is no longer always a
switching barrier). The entry costs (point four of Bakos’ argument), defined as large system
development and maintenance costs, have also been substantially reduced. Many open solutions
exist that can be adopted and integrated into a solution with a fraction of the development cost
that was necessary in the past. Pre-WWW network technology was expensive and proprietary.
This explains why early success stories such as airline reservation and hospital supply took
place in markets with a big demand for immediate and distributed coordination.

Other relevant work related to electronic markets also exists (Hagel & Armstrong
1997) (Rheingold 1993). Benjamin & Wigand (1995) evaluate how the emergence of a national
infrastructure such as the Internet can change the different segments of an industry value chain.
The analysis is centered around the National Information Infrastructure (NII) initiative and
evaluates what was once a vision of an Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report: “The
network will, in many instances, serve as the market. When this occurs, market structure will
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depend as much on network characteristics and the economies of networks as it does on
relationships among firms” (OTA 1994). Another approach to analyze electronic markets is to
model electronic transactions and then study the behavior of the resulting model. In the next
section we will introduce one such approach based on transaction streams. 

Figure 1: Exchange procedures
according to Schmid and Lindemann (1994)

3. Transaction Streams and Entry Barriers

A transaction is the establishment of a contract between a set of agents, such as
people and firms, to perform a given action. By "contract" we mean an agreement between a
set of agents to perform a course of actions, usually with detailed implicit and explicit
conditions and alternative paths (Lee 1998). Examples are purchasing a cinema ticket,
placing an ad in a newspaper, purchasing a book, etc.

An on-line transaction involves at least three roles (see Figure 1): buyer (customer),
seller (supplier) and shipper (distribution service). A market transaction corresponds to a
finite number of interaction processes between market participants in various roles.
Information technology systems hold the potential to change the interactions between
participants by helping to leverage buying power, and to streamline complex and inefficient
processes (Gebauer et al. 1998). The goal is to initiate, arrange and complete a contractual
agreement for exchanging goods and services in the most efficient manner. The interaction
processes involved can be grouped into classes to form the phases of a market transaction
(Schmid and Lindemann 1994).

Before a transaction is completed, five processes need to be enacted (Subirana,
1998): player selection, contract condition setting, contract signature, contract storage and
transaction action. We will refer to them as the transaction processes. These transaction
processes can be represented graphically as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Transaction processes

Transaction streams are electronic markets in which more than one player are
involved in the five transaction processes. Many examples of transaction streams are given in
(Subirana and Carvajal 1998a,b). Figure 3 provides a hypothetical example of transaction
streams that illustrates the application of the first transaction process, player selection, to the
insurance industry. In the example, we have plotted the players involved when a sample user
“clicks” on an insurance robot to purchase an insurance product. The robot itself calls a set of
licensing agencies, endorsement agencies (Lai et al. 1997) and other companies such as
modeling and advertising firms. Licensing and endorsement agencies in turn search for
insurance brokers who, through third-party predictive modeling and endorsement agencies,
assess the risk premium that should be used. The robot then collects all the answers and
provides the aggregated response to the user. Note that insurance brokers feed their systems
with information provided by other companies as well. This enables them to optimize their
hit-ratio while minimizing risk.

Figure 3: Cascading Effect in Transaction Streams
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Entry costs are practically zero in many of these cases. For example, the Amazon
Associate Program allows a user to configure a bookstore with almost no effort. Given that
Amazon provides all the back office infrastructure, all that is needed to start a bookstore is a
connection to the Internet and a Web editor. Amazon provides an economic incentive for this
service in the form of the commission pay-back. Zero entry barriers (an Associate can be
fully operational in less than 10 minutes) is one of the characteristics that explains the
success of the Amazon Associate Program: over 300,000 bookstore Associates in less than
two years. Amazon is just one example of over 1,000 companies offering their “front and
back office” services to those who want to use them. This is populating the Internet with
millions of URLs that offer a myriad of services. This, in turn, results in transaction streams
that can involve simultaneously an increasing number of players as the Internet matures. In
the next section, we will introduce a computational model of transaction streams. In the
following section, we will use the model to prove that, in general, finding the best price is an
NP-complete problem.

4. Modeling Transaction Streams and the Transaction Streams Price Search Problem
(TSPSP)

In this section we will introduce a computational model for transaction streams that
will allow us to prove that searching for the best price is an NP-complete problem. This means
that finding the best price will be increasingly complex as the size of the data to consider
increases.

The computational requirements for NP-complete problems is such that linear
increases in the input data result in exponential increases in the time needed to solve the
problem. Even with abundant computational power, exponential demands soon collapse any
existing computer. A well known problem that is NP-complete is the Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP). Indeed, finding an optimal route (in terms of distance or time) to visit a number
of cities is NP-complete. From a practical point of view this means that, in general, one needs a
simplified or semi-optimal algorithm to establish the route. Observe that it would not be
difficult to write a program that finds the optimal solution by trying all possible alternatives.
The issue is not whether the algorithm exists to compute the solution but what are its
computational requirements. If one has 100 cities, visiting all of the alternatives requires
visiting the 100 factorial combinations (that is, 100*99*98*97*...*3*2*1) or 9.3*10157 –quite a
large number. If we need 0.001 seconds to evaluate each alternative on a 500MHz machine,
then the complete problem would be solved in 3*10147 years! What makes exponential
problems hard to manage is that a little increase in the input data results in a much greater
increase in the computational requirements. For example, if instead of 100 we have 150 cities
(an increase of just 50%), the above example would yield computational requirements of
1.8*10252 years, an increase of 1095 times!. Observe that there may be cases in which a trivial
solution exists (or one without exponential requirements), for example if all cities lie in a
straight line. However, we do not know if there is an algorithm that can solve the most general
traveling salesman problem without exponential requirements.

There are many other problems that are of this nature and for which we do not know if
there are non-exponential solutions. In fact, all of these problems belong to a class of problems
(or computational languages) that are called NP-complete. One can prove that if there is a non-
exponential solution for one of these problems, then there is a non-exponential solution for all
of them. This is one of the most challenging open research problems in computer science,
which is often quoted as the P=NP question. In the rest of this section we introduce a
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computational model of transaction streams that will lead us to prove, in the following section,
that certain properties of transaction streams are NP-complete.

We will call "market agent" any participant in any of the transaction processes, and
we will represent it with the notation Ni. A market agent service will be the digital good or
service provided by the market agent. The market agent service price will be the price
allocated to the good or service provided. Please note that this price will, in general, be
different for each service provided. A given good will be provided through a transaction
stream involving a set of market agents: (N1,..., Ni,..., Nn) (1) .

From the point of view of a market agent, Ni, the examples shown in Figures 3 can
be generalized with the scheme shown in Figure 4. A market agent, Ni, is providing a service,
SERVi, to another market agent (its client) which we call CLIi (the client itself will be one of
the N’s involved in the transaction stream). To provide this service, Ni requires input from a
host of suppliers SUPi,1,..., SUPi,k (note that each supplier will in turn be one of the N’s
involved in the transaction stream).

To determine the market agent service price, we need to know the context in which the
service is being provided, that is, the (N1 ,..., Ni ,..., Nn) as well as the SERVi, CLIi, SUPi,1 ,...,
SUPi,k for each node Ni. We will call an agent arrangement the set (Ni, SERVi, CLIi, SUPi,1
,..., SUPi,k). In general, not all agent arrangements of nodes will provide a feasible transaction
stream. For example, doubleclick.com can not decide what ad to place until Altavista has
contacted them with the page they should serve the ad on. We can define a function, the
transaction stream feasibility function, which determines whether within a given service context
or agent arrangement ƒ(Ni, SERVi, CLIi, SUPi,1 ,..., SUPi,k):→ (T,F) a service can be provided
or not. If the result is true (the service can be provided) then we can define, for a given agent
arrangement, a price function ƒ(Ni, SERVi, CLIi, SUPi,1 ,..., SUPi,k):→ Price.

A transaction stream arrangement will be a set of agent arrangements which
together deliver a given service. Thus, by transaction stream arrangement we mean the
market agents that need to be involved, the service that each of the market agents needs to
provide and the order in which these market agents need to proceed.

The Transaction Streams Price Search Problem (TSPSP) is: “given a set of market
agents (N1 ,..., Ni ,..., Nn), and a service to be provided, say SERV0, what is the transaction
stream arrangement that delivers the service with the minimum cost”. In the next section we
show that when the number of Nodes increases, the TSPSP problem becomes NP-complete.

5. Transaction Streams are NP-Complete

To demonstrate that the transaction streams price search problem is NP-complete,
we will reduce the traveling salesman problem (TSP) to the TSPSP problem. This is a
common method of showing that problems are  NP-complete and it consists in transforming
any TSP instance into a TSPSP with two warrants (Hopcroft and Ullman 1979). The first
warrant is that such transformation is done with polynomial computational requirements. The
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second warrant is that once the TSPSP problem is solved the TSP problem can be solved
(using the TSPSP solution) with polynomial computational requirements. Observe that if the
two warrants are satisfied and if there was a polynomial solution for the TSPSP problem,
then there would be a polynomial solution for the TSP problem that would consist in
transforming TSP problems into TSPSP problems. 

Figure 4: Transaction streams feasibility network

We begin by introducing the TSP problem, and continue by formally presenting a
simplified instance of the TSPSP that will lead us to the reduction of the TSP problem to the
TSPSP problem. In introducing the TSP problem we follow the notation of Hopcroft and
Ullman (1979). 

Given a graph G, a Hamilton circuit is a circuit that visits each vertex exactly once
and returns to its starting point. The traveling salesman problem is: Given a complete graph
with weights on its edges, what is the Hamilton circuit of minimum weight? It can be proven
that the TSP problem is NP-complete. In fact, determining whether a graph has a single
Hamilton circuit is an NP-complete problem.

Given a graph G, composed of a set of nodes (x1,..., xi,..., xn) and a set of edges
(e1,..., ej,..., em), each edge will consist of triples ei=(xik, xij, wi), where xik and xij are the two
nodes of an edge and wi is the weight associated with the edge. We need to find a polynomial
way of reducing the TSP problem on this graph to a TSPSP problem on a set of market
agents or nodes (N1,..., Ni,..., Nn).

The set of market agents that we will construct will be one in which each graph node
xi corresponds to a market agent node Ni. We will simplify the transaction stream feasibility
function so that, to complete a transaction stream, all nodes need to be involved once and only
once in a linear order (not in a tree order as in Figure 4), following always the available edges.
The cost will be equivalent to the weight of the edge (independently of the order chosen).
Figure 5 shows one such graph in which all the market agents are represented and where arrows
indicate whether a company can provide a service to another and at what price. Note that with
this simplified version of the TSPSP problem we have reduced it to the TSP q.e.d.
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The proof illustrates some of the inherent complexities in the TSPSP problem.
Namely, that of finding an optimum combination of services. As soon as the Internet opens
up the possibility of aggregating services, the complexity of finding the optimum
combination explodes. However, there are other aspects of the TSPSP problem that are also
complex. For example, that of deciding whether an agent arrangement is feasible or not as
computed by the transaction stream feasibility function.

Figure 5: Transaction streams feasibility network

6. Conclusion

The Internet enables rapid coordination of various providers, resulting in an
increase in the number of agents involved in a given product or service fulfillment process. In
this paper we have shown that with such increase in the number of alternative market agent
aggregations, the computational complexity of searching for the cheapest option becomes
NP-complete. Perhaps the most important consequence of the proof presented in section 5 is
that under certain circumstances the best price cannot be obtained in an efficient manner.
Furthermore, the Internet is forging an environment in which such complexity is increasing,
not decreasing. The proof sheds some light on the basic factors that affect complexity. These
include the payment mechanisms, the exponential number of transaction stream
arrangements, difficulties in automatically describing preferences, the transaction stream
feasibility function, etc. There is one additional factor that is worth mentioning and that is not
included in the model. The search cost, although apparently small for Web price searches, can
be substantial if an extensive computational search is performed. The bandwidth
requirements of an NP-complete search may have no bounds. If many shopping robots start
looking for the best combination of products, we may soon see a collapse of the current
infrastructure. If a mechanism is developed to establish the bandwidth costs, then optimising
cost will become even more complex and possibly not deterministic.
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Significant entry barriers can be built by understanding the forces that create
complexity. Associate programs, interest links, yellow pages, fidelity programs (such as
clickrewards, beenz) and advertising networks are some of the models companies are using to
harness customer attention. This results in better information, which may be used to guide
yield management techniques to determine optimum price quotes. The more complexity in
the system, the more likely it is that a dominant competitor can use its information and
computational resources to secure value appropriation from the market.

Since blind search will become complex and hardly ever useful, it is not surprising
that after a phase of fast content growth, Internet developers are now getting ready for a
world rich with metadata (data about data) that can better support search functions. For
example, RDF and XML (see http://www.w3.org/ for more details) are two standards being
developed to assist in describing data. This means that the Internet may be evolving towards
an environment where content providers can describe their data (for example, “This site is in
English and is devoted to parents of high-school children”) and users can describe their
intentions (e.g., “I am interested in sites related to science education”). Metadata can be used
for many purposes, among them that of facilitating price comparisons. For example, a user
may request a page from a software distributor and indicate with its “metadescriptors” some
preferences (e.g., “I am a registered user, I run programs on a Unix workstation, I have such
and such credit cards and belong to such and such community”). The software distributor
may use these preferences to customise its response and use “metadescriptors” in turn to
inform the user about specific offer alternatives. (e.g. “You can buy this package for a 20%
discount or this other one for a 30% discount if you become a beta tester and share the IPR of
the code you develop with community X”). If the metadescriptors are standard, then the user
may be able to search its most common suppliers with a robot.

Transaction streams model the trading of goods as the aggregation of services
provided by different market agents. The model presented leaves room for future research.
What is the computational complexity of building the transaction streams feasibility
network? What is the complexity of the feasibility and cost functions? What if the service can
be parameterized? For example, when you perform a wire transfer, you have the option of
sending all the amount through the same bank, but it may be more cost-effective to take
advantage of discounts and chop the amount into smaller pieces. How can we optimise cost
then? What are the fiscal and regulatory implications of the complexity findings reported
here? How can risk premiums and other insurance functions be best performed in an NP-
complete world?

The availability of an electronic commerce Internet infrastructure that can support
search functions is only one of the requirements for a fully functioning information society.
Companies, individuals and governments will have to decide on what is the best way to
handle this emerging complexity. Should prices be published in a standard metadata
language? What should be done with offers, coupons and fidelity incentives that distort price
comparisons? Should there be a simplified computational tax paradigm to prevent filing taxes
from also becoming an NP-complete problem?
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